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Teachers sometimes find punishment to be effective as a classroom behavior management tool, especially in the short term. Because punishment tends to rapidly stop problem behaviors, the teacher in turn is positively reinforced for using it (Martens & Meller, 1990). Research indicates that punishment is sometimes accompanied by significant negative side effects. Students who are regularly the object of punishment may over time show a drop in positive attitudes toward school (resulting in poor attendance and work performance), have a more negative perception of teachers, and adopt a more punitive manner in interacting with peers and adults (Martens & Meller, 1990).

What to Consider Before Using Punishment Techniques. What's the origin of the phrase 'Dance attendance on'? The derivation of this phrase isn't known. It probably has the same root source as kick one's heels, although that is a later phrase. Both phrases refer to someone shuffling and tapping their feet impatiently while waiting to be summoned. 'Dance attendance'. Why dance? The first citation of 'dance attendance' is from John Skelton's Why come ye nat to courte?, circa 1522: “And Syr ye must daunce attendance, And take patient sufferaunce, For my Lords Grace, Hath now no time or space, To Working with senior management and other peers for strategy development and execution planning. Communicating financial and goal results and key performance indicators to direct reports. Facilitating goal-level creation for the broader function and working with managers to ensure the goals cascade to all workers. This position can represent a tangible target or step up as part of a manager's career development plan and responsibilities when there's a clear distinction between the role of manager and senior manager. The senior manager can also support managers and take on responsibility for discrete work teams when the span of control for a group's managers is too broad. Developing As a Senior Manager.